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Remedial Action
Photograph Log

Central Avenue – Peekskill
July 7-9, 2004
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Photo 1 - View of the excavation area looking towards the east.  The square areas outlined in white dashed 
lines show the initial areas to be excavated surrounding SB-6 (foreground) and SB-8 (background).

Photo 2 - View of excavation area looking southeast.  The asphalt has been removed from the two 
excavation areas.  The pedestrian walkway to the stairs into the garage can be seen on the right side of 
the photo.
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Photo 3  - View of the parking lot looking west showing the soil immediately beneath the asphalt in the 
excavation areas around soil boring SB-8 (background) and SB-6 (foreground).  The red flags show the 
locations of the soil borings.

Photo 4 - View of the east wall of the excavation at SB-6 on the first day of excavation, showing impacted 
soils in the sidewall.
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Photo 5 - Bucket containing tar-like material removed from the excavation.

Photo 6 - Excavations SB-6 and SB-8 combined to form a single excavation.
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Photo 7 - A two-inch diameter iron pipe uncovered along west wall of excavation. Soils surrounding this 
pipe in the northwest portion of the excavation exhibited a petroleum-like odor.

Photo 8 - Remains of one-foot by one-foot square wooden plank structure found in the center of the excavation.
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Photo 9  - View looking to the northeast showing the concrete slab along the north wall of the excavation.  
Note that removal of the affected soils required expansion of the initial excavations to create one 
excavation.  

Photo 10 - Clay pipes uncovered beneath the southwest corner of the excavation.
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Photo 11 - Excavation secured for the night with plastic to prevent the release of odors.  Backfill material 
(NYSDOT Item #4 stone) is shown stockpiled adjacent to the excavation for later use.

Photo 12 - View to east showing the maximum extent of excavation.  Note the concrete slab at the left side 
of the photo.
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Photo 13 - View of north wall showing buried concrete slab.

Photo 14 - View to west of final extent of excavation.


